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The mathematics behind the replacement/selection process Let us explore mathematical models that can recapitulate the selective processes outlined in the main text. In the case of mitochondria, a classical formalism of population genetics does not apply directly. Thus, for modeling purposes we can consider the proliferation dynamics of two co-existing cell subpopulations: one having a selective advantage (say, a) over the other one (b). In general terms, this can be viewed as the expansion of a cell line or lineage bearing an advantageous variant or on the contrary the expansion of wild-type cells in a mutated background. The second possibility applies to the rather-wild-type cells mentioned in the case of m.3243A>G. The dynamics of the two sub-populations can be described by the following equations:
where N are the numbers the relevant cells, with the advantage (a) and without (b).
The parameters r a and r b represent the corresponding cell division rates. Parameters  capture the specific death rates of each sub-population. Note that we do not consider explicit interactions between the two sub-populations. Equations 1 and 1' are solved as follows: 
To simplify, we replace k a -k b by k'. For t=0 we have:
Thus, equation 3' becomes:
Finally, we reorder the above equation to obtain P as:
In the case of the mtDNA pathogenic variant m.3243A>G, the parameter k' contains information on cell proliferation (r) and death () rates of rather-wild-type (a) and rather-mutated (b) stem cells, so that k' = r a - a -r b +  b (Veitia, 2018) . However, the logistic equation also holds if we admit that there is conversion of wild-type into mutated cells and vice-versa due to stochastic mitochondrial segregation, we simply need to introduce parameters k a->b and k b->a which represent the specific rates of the relevant transition processes. These subtleties are difficult to incorporate in the classical population-genetics formalism. Most longitudinal studies dealing with m.3243A>G provide heteroplasmy data for only two time points per patient, which allows us to estimate an average value of k' for a heterogeneous population of patients. However, this limitation would disappear if a time course for each individual were available. In such a case, the values of k' could be (slightly) different from one individual to another because of the existence of potentially different interactions between the mutated mtDNA and the nuclear genome.
